BBIS 2017 SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS

PROMOTING A RICH STORY OF LEARNING: Exploring Engagement, Focus, and Depths in Culture of Thinking

In this professional learning institute, we’ll take a look at four key elements where teachers committed to developing a rich story of learning often find themselves making critical decisions: promoting student engagement, finding focus, pressing for depth, and creating opportunities for thinking. Specifically, we’ll consider what it means to shift from delivering information toward engagement with ideas, from equipping students with factual knowledge toward focusing on big ideas worth understanding, from covering material toward going deeply into content, and to shift from a memorization-oriented learning environment to one which values and promotes thinking in service of deeper understanding.

The course will be held from 9 – 11 August 2017 at the BBIS Campus, located in a green area 30 minutes from the center of Berlin (www.bbis.de). Our contract hotel (NH Kleinmachnow) is a few minutes walk from the school. We can also offer a limited number of single rooms in our Boarding house.

Please register your interest or via this link: https://goo.gl/forms/tF0wFRtbUPdlekEI2

After registering, you will receive further information.

Organization: Berlin Brandenburg International School
Address: Schopfheimer Allee 10
Zip code and place: 14532 Kleinmachnow
Country: Germany